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The Fishery Conserva tion and Manageme nt Act (FCMA) of 1976
was passed by Congress both to prevent the decline of present fisheries

and to encourag~ _tbe developm ent of under- or nonutiliz ed fisheries .
The intent of the FCMA is clear:

Fisheries provide a multitude of

benefits , such~as economic, recreatio nal, food productio n, etc., all
of which are worthy objective s of manageme nt.

At the same time the

J!'CMA. emphasize s the need to manage the fisheries in a manner that
insures the continuat ion of the stocks and the benefits derived from
In order to carry out this law, eight regional manageme nt

the stocks.

councils have been created, which have_ the responsi bility to create
manageme nt plans for each of the stocks under their jurisdict ion.

In practiCS, the FCMA is being interpret ed as requiring the
regional councils to calculate a single number for each stock, the
"optimum yield" (OY) for the -stock.

The criteria to ca1culate the

"optimum yield" and to deve1op manageme nt measures are varied indeed

in the FOIA.

For example, OY is defined as:

11
· •••

means ·the amount of fish-

-~--,

(A) which provides the greatest overall benefit to the Nation,
with particula r reference to food productio n and
recreatio nal opportun ities; and
which ·1.s prescribe d as such on the basis of the maximum
(B)
• .
>
sustained yield from such a fishery, as modified by any
relevant economic, social, or ecologica l factors."

'\ and
\

manageme nt measures are required to :

--- ,. '-~·
-~,,,.::..l!...:..e..
"•'"

-----------
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"(5) Conse rvatio n and manag ement measu res shall , where
pract icabl e·, promo te effic iency in the utiliz ation

\i

of fishe ry resou rces; excep t that ~o measu re shall

'

have econo mic alloc ation as its sole purpo se •.
(6) Conse rvatio n and manag ement pract ices shall take
into
accou nt and allow for varia tions among , and conti ngenc
ies

in, fishe ries, fishe ry resou rces, and catch es.
(7) Conse rvatio n and manag ement measu res shall , where

pract icabl e, minim ize costs and avoid unnec essar y
dupli catio n."
and OY again is defin ed as:

''The term 'optim um' is defin ed in thi.s conte xt ••• to
mean the
amoun t of fish from a fishe ry which if produ ced. will
provi de
the great est overa ll bene fit to the Nati.o n ."(esp eciall
y in

terms of food produ ction and recre ation al. oppo rtuni ties)
and which is presc ribed for that fishe ry on the basis
of
the maximum yield

susta inabl e theref rom (a biolo gical

measu re) as modif ied by any relev ant econo mic, socia
l or
ecolo gical facto r. 11
Some conce rn has arise n about how the regio nal conce
rns are
to incor porat e these myria d objec tives into a manag
ement plan (see
remar ks prepa red by Dr. James Crutc hfield to Pacif
ic Regi.o n Manag ement
Counc 11[ 21 ).

Certa inly the plans shoul d not be whate ver the cotln
cils

want, but shoul d be

requi red to adher e to some kind of objec tive

guide lines or metho ds in prepa ring and justif ying the
manag ement plans .
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Dr. Crutchfie1d proposes returning to

"maximum sustained yield"

(MSY) as "the reference point for council deliberations

on OY.

We

would depart from it in a measured, justified, and explained way ••• "
to include other criteria or ob1ectives into the management plan.

What concerns Dr. Crutchfield is that the FCMA requires the councils
to develop management' plans based on multiple, probably conflicting
objectives, and there appears to be no "objective" method of determining plans in such situations.

twofold.

The purpose of this paper is

First, a consistent terminology and methodology is presented,

which allows us to define what we mea~ by a policy, a "good" policy,
and an "optimal" policy.

This terminology and methodology can be used

in either the ·single or multiple goal setting.

Furthermore•:,a po1icy

as we define it, takes into account variations in stock size, catch,
enviromnenta1 factors, etc.
Second, using the framework provided in the previous section,
we see to what extent we can define sustained-yie1d for a multiobjective
prob1em, and consider what approach Dr. Crutchfield has suggested ..
_in
,.,
his comments.

We show that there are severa1 other approaches available

which appear to us to be more suited to the responsibi1ities of the
reg1ona1 councils.

This paper is the descriptive framework of a paper

to be presented at the .Joint ORSA-TIMS1National meeting (San Francisco,
May 1977) where

some of the mathematical and algorithmic aspects of

"good" policies for managing fisheries will be discussed.
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I.

States, Actions, and Policies

\

'

In order to be able to clearly ta1k about sustained yield
and

multiobj ective decisionmaking, . we must develop precise

definitions of what we mean by policies, decisions and "optimal"
policies.

Our definitions are borrowed from the dynamic programming

literature (see Denardo[ 5 l).

Other definitions are possible, but

these particular definitions have a consistency that can be used in
mathematica1 formulations of the problems.
The first part of a decision problem is to decide the

length of the planning horizon T, that is,the number of periods into
l:he future that will be included in our assessment of bow well we

are doing.

Next, we must have a set of states that describe the

system at some point in time.

In a fisheries context, the state

might be the stock size at the beginning of the period, or the size
of each age class, etc.

Associated with each state are a set of

possible actions or decisions.

The decision might be the amount of

-

fishing effort this period, or the age-specific.harvest rate, etc.

In each period, given the state and the decision, we must
have a transition function which tells us the state at the start of
the next period.

The transition function need not be deterministic:

that is it may only describe with what probability we expect to reach
a given state in the next period, knowing our state and decision
this period.

5

We can now define what we mean by a policy (we restrict
ourselves to "feasible" policies, that is ones that are attainable

given the dynamics and constraints of the system).

A policy is a

contingency plan that describes, for each possible state in each and
every period in the planning horizon, what action to take in that
period.

The reason for such a general definition is that our

transition function may not be deterministic.

We do not know what

state we will be in in any period in the future, so we must devel9p
a plan whic_h considers all possible states.
Let us assume that we have some means of comparing the time
streams of period by period returns from every policy.

For example,

we might assume that 1n each period t there is a return function

;he return for each state x and

Gt(x, y) which describes

decision y.

In this case.- we" might want to:
min:imize E
where E .is the exi,ectation (average) operator.

Or else we may have

,....,.

developed a utility function to com.pare the time streams, as in
6
Keeney[ l. In either case. by an optimal·policy we mean a policy
that produces the greatest return given the desired method of
comparison.
A complete discussion of optimal policies for renewable
resources can b e f ound i n

[i.,

8, 9, 10, 13]

A-

~

an examp 1 e, assume

that xt is the stock size at the beginning of period t,

yt is the

stock size at the -end of period t, that there is a retUrn from

- -----~---------
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harvest in period t of

yt), 0 <a~ 1 (that is lin\!ar

'

.

benefits from catch, discounted by a rate a) and that the popul~tion
dynamics are given by xt+l

= s[yt,

Dt] where Dt is a random variable

reflecting the influence of the environment, inaccurate measuring or
imprecise modeling.

Then in each period t, an optimal policy is

described by a base stock si.ze x; (see Table 1) •

Table 1.-0ptimal policy for linear retunis.
Population size at
beginning of period

Optimal catch size

during pertod

Opt:J.mal population
size at end of period

0

-x

t

0

If the initial population size is greater than the base
stock size, then it is optimal to harvest to the base stock size
Otherwise, it is optimal not to harvest.

Notice that the policy

does not call either for sustained catch or for sustained effort.
An optimal policy is state specific, and the amount the optimal catch

will vary will depend on the amount of fluctuation in the "production"
(transition) function.
The main point of this example is to clarify what we mean
by "optimal,"

0

policy;" and decisions, and to show why uncertainty

makes it necessary to use such definitions.
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II.

Multiobjective Decisions
Multiobjective decisionmaking ·has been an active area of

recent study in the field of operations research (see the extensive

bibliography published in Zeleny [17]* ).

The main interest of study

is decisionmaking · when the multiple goals are conflicting in their
aims.

In what sense is it possible to talk about "optimal" or

"good0 policies.

For clarity of exposition, we consider at first

only the static problem. that is our planning horizon consists of a

single period.

Assume for each state x (possiblY a vector) there are

j possible deciBions or actions, given by the vector y

=

··-~ yj).
1
In a fisheries context, the j actions might be the amount of fishing
effort allowed different sectors of the fishery.

(y

Given the state x,

and the decisi.on y, we assume there are k return functions j :::_ k,
1
2
G (x, y), G (x, y) ••• , Gk(x, y) each of which independently·measures
the benefit in some sense, from observing state x and making the
decision y.

c2

1
For example, G might represent the economic benefit,

might represent food or protein production, G3 might represent--.,-

benefits to recreational fishermen.

Then, by an "oj;,timal" policy

*

*

for state x, y (x), we mean a realizable decision y (x), such that:
G~ (x, y * (x))

~

G~ (x, y)

for 1 • 1, ••. , k
and for all attainable y.

'

i,

*

\
In this section, references to authors mean the cited works in
\ this bibliography, unless a specific alternate reference is given.
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That is, the decision y* (x), out of all possible decisibns,
is simultaneously optimal in each and every objective.

'
;

For conflicting

objectives, rarely does such a policy exist, and .real world experience
confirms this observation.

For example, in the California anchovy

fishery, policj.es that are economically optimal for the reduction

fishery overfish in terms of maintaining anchovy stocks aa food for
recreational fish.
While we may not be able to talk about "optimal" policies
in the multiobjective case, we can define "good" policies.

it is worth noting that a

0

However,

,good" policy will depend on both the

objectives involved and on the particular definition of

11

good."

Multiobjective decisionm.aking ;has taken two basic

approaches:
of the

Prior weighting of the objectives and posterior weighting

objectives.

In the first category are methods such as

determining utility functions, goa1 programming, and just plain
assigning weights.

In the latter category are programming techniques

to determine "nondominated, n "noninferior, 11 "efficient," or ''weakly...
maximal" decisions.
Several examples of using utility functions in managing
fisheries have appeared recently (see Tomlinson, Verlinsky, or Keeney[ 6 1).
A utility function reduces the multiobjective problem to a single
dimension.

That is, each possible combination of the k objective

functions is reduced to a single number that represents our overall
preference for that particular mix of returns.

In practice, carefully

chosen pairwise comparisons of returns are showed to the_ "dec1s1onmaker, '~-

--------
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who chooses one as "preferred."

Repeating this process can eventually

lead to the determination of a utility function.

(For a complete

discussion of utility theory, See von Neumann and.Morgensteinl 161 ;

Luce and Raiffa[J]; Fishburn or Keeney among others.)
One type of
k-objectives.
return is J

=

utility function is a weighting of the

•

That is, for each state x and decision y, the total

k

l:

i i

~ G

(x, y) such that

i=l

The weights are

determined beforehand, and we are left with a straight optimization
~·- ;-,_,;,,:~ -problem..

One widely known version of this is "goal programming"

(see Charnes and Cooper, or Lee).

In "goal programming, 11 rather

than an objective function, there are k fixed goals, which are ranked

in order of importance.

The·k goals are then assigned incoDlllensurable

weights, .that is a higher goal is so weighted that if feasible, it
will always be approached before a lower ranked goal.

The problem

then is to minimize the total weighted absolute devi.ation from the
goals, which can be solved by linear programming _codes.-""'.-

What

makes goal programming nontrivial is that constraints on the problem
often bring lower ranked goa1s into the final solution ahead of a
higher ranked goal.
A priori weightings have the strong advantage that computati.onal methods to calculate optimal policies
available.

for these problems are.

However, i.t is our feeling that for most problems arising

from the FCMA that this is not the approach to take.

First, it is

not at all clear wh~se utility function should be determined in

--- ------ --- -

-- -----
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managing a fishery.

The regional management council?

director of the council?
council ahead of the law.

The ex0f-utive
I
\

In a sense, this line of reasoning puts the
Dr. Crutchfield' s remarks cited in the

introduction are relevant here-the councils are not set up to do
whatever they want.

Moreover, we have little expe~ience at multi-

objective management for fisheries, and it is our feeling that few
people will have a good intuitive feel for what a stated preference
means in terms of its effects on each segment of the fishery.

However,

there are certain cases where these techniques seem most applicable.
The tuna-porpoise problem seems to us to be a good example.

Unless

the Marine Mammal Protection Act is severely modified, the law has

made the decision that goals concerning maintaining porpoise are more
important than economic goals of the tuna industry.

In fac1::, as now

interpreted by the courts, the goal of maintaining the porpoise is
incommensurably more important.
like problem.

Thus, we have a goal programming

If Senator Hayakawa' s bill passes the senate, the

weighting will be reversed, and again we are reduced to an optimization
problem that is relatively simple.

Of course we have our own

preferences on this particular problem,but our point here is to
demonstrate the applicability and limitation of our procedures.
The "posterior" methods do not produce a single solution.
Rather they are procedures that eliminate policies so that what is
left are

a

set of policies none of which can be said to be ''better"

than any of the other policies in the set.

For example, Yu has

developed the concept of a "nondominated" solution (see Yu; Yu and

11

Ze len y; Lei tma nn and Yu; Be
rgs tre sse r, Ch arn es, and Yu
). Le t
G(x , y) rep res ent the ve cto
r of k ob jec tiv e fun cti on 1
c (x, y),

Gk (x, y).

... ,

Le t G(x , y*) and G( x, y) be
two alt ern ate val ues of the

ve cto r.

As soc iat ed wit h eac h ve cto
r of ret urn s G is a "do mi
nat ion
str uc tur e" D(G ), tha t is
G(x , y) f' G(x , y ) and G(x
, y) is con tai ned
in the set def ine d by G(x
, y) + D(G(x, y )) the n G(x
, y) is sai d to
_.
be dom ina ted by G(X , y *) •
A pa rti cu lar exa mp le of a
dom ina tio n

*
*

*

str uc tur e is giv en by:

wi th str ict ine qu ali ty hol
din g for one com pon ent .

Th is dom ina tio n

set sta tes tha t an inc rea se
in the val ue of any ob jec tiv
e fun cti on
is alw ays pre fer red ._, Th is
is als o the dom ina tio n str
uc tur e wh ich

def ine s a "Pa ret o.o pti ma l" or
"ef fic ien t" po int .

Th at is G(x , y *)
is "Pa ret o opt im al" if the
re ex ist s no att ain ab le y
suc h tha t

*

i
·
G (x, y)
> Gi (x, y)

-

wi th one of the k ine qu ali
tie s

,,,... .,.

bei ng a str ict ine qu ali ty.

Fo r

exa mp le, con sid er the se fou
r ve cto rs of "re tur ns" :

(2, 4, 7, 1); (8, 5, 9, l);
(3, 5, 2, 2); (4, 7, 7, 6)
The sec ond and fou rth vec tor
s are Par eto op tim al.
(8, 5, 9, 1) > (3, 5, 2,
2)
(8, 5, 9, 1) > (2. 4, 7,
l)

.(4 . 7. 7, 6)

~

(3, 5, 2, 2)

(4. 7, 7, 6) > (2. 4, 7, 1)

To see thi s, no te:
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However, there is no simple ordering betW'een (8, 5, 9, 1) and-\
(4, 7, 7, 6).

Thus each is in some sense· a': "good" policy (or

returns from a "good" policy).
Several authors have shown that in many instances,
particularly

if

the objective functions are linear or concave and

nondecreasing, then each efficient point is equiva1ent to the

optimal point for some linear combination of the k-objectives,
k
k
i
that is for some~ , i • 1, ••• , k, E Ki =land with J = E AiGi(x, y).

i•l

i=l

Each efficient point represents some weighting of the k objectives,
though not all weightings are equivalent to an efficient point.

This

iS why we have termed these procedures "posterior" procedures, in

that the weighting(s) are found rather than determined beforehand.
These procedures have the advantage of presenting the council with
a vaiety of alternatives, each of which represents a weighting of the
objectives, and each of which is a "good" policy in some well defined
sense of the word.

These procedures have the disadvantage that

computationally they are more difficult, and also because it is
possible to have a problem that has a multitude of such "good"
policies, so that little has been gained by the effort.
A final solution concept to the multiobjective decision
problem is to allocate to each element; of the decision vector y
that which it would obtain at a "competitive equilibrium."

By a

competitive equilibrium, we mean a point where each "player"
simultaneously maximizes its return against a fixed policy of all the
other "players. 11

Thus at a competitive equilibrium, each player is

13
maximizin g its return against the other p1ayers best strategy.

If

any player deviates from that point,the y will decrease their own

return (see Nash[ll]; DeBreu [ 3 ]; Luce and ~aiffa[ 7 ]; or
for a discussio n of game theoretic solution concepts ),

Owenl 12 1
As a solution

concept, competiti ve equilibriu ms or other game theoretic "solution s"

leave the governme nt, or governme nt agency, such as the regional
councils, the role of arbiter or mediator, which is a more paSsive

role that it would seem is the intent of the FCMM..

However, there is

a large and growing literatur e on applicati ons of game theory that
lend this some appeal.
One of the main advantage s of the technique s or concepts

we have discussed is that they all, except perhaps for goal programm ing,
readily extend to include multiperi od, dynamic decUion problems.
Now, instead of comparing objective functions from. one period, there
is a period by period time stream of vectors of objective functions
or returns.

Utility functions usually are discussed in the dynamic

context, and the reference s cited earlier provide a good base.

...,.

Leitmann and Yu extend the concept of nondomin ated solutions to
dynamic, continuou s time, determin istic models.

Sobel [lS] discusses

Pareto optimal and competiti ve equilibriu m solutions to discrete
time, stochasti c problems, with either ordinal or cardinal preferenc es)'
(see also Denardo[ 4 J and Sobel[~~ ]). Computat ional experienc e with
such problems is very limited, but at least it provides a consisten t
framework to begin to set guideline s and to evaluate our decisions
when there are multiple, conflicti ng objective s.
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III.

\

'\
'

Maximum Sustained Yield (MSY) and the FCMA

In this section we return and evaluate Dr. Crutchfield's
proposal cited in the introduction,. but using the techniques and

concepts we have developed.

Though we do have some reservations

about Dr. Crutchfield's comments, our main purpose is to demonstrate
that even when we are not calculating "solutions" to specific

problems, our techniques are still a useful. and potent tool.
One criterion we require from all suggestions for guidelines

to the councils is that all the terms be precisely defined.

By

precisely, we mean it is clear how to obtain a number (or numbers)

from the terms, since the FCMA requires that we manage effort and
catch and stock sizes.

Examples of imprecise terms are statements

such as "it is desired to insure the future stock sizes" or that the

yield "on the average" be maintained.

The problem with the first

term is that if we believe stocks fluctuate 1n ways we cannot ~ontro1
completely, when we say "insure the future stock sizes" do we mean
no lower than a certain size?, or within a range of sizes'?

....,..

Do we

mean, with probability one, the stock, in all future periods, dOes
not leave this range, or do we mean that we min:im:Lze the probability
of future stock sizes departing from this range'?

As an example,

there is some feeling that the California anchovy and sardine have
natural cycles that are independent of harvesting effort.

If this

is assumed to be true, what does it mean to insure the future stock
sizes of the anchovy-there is no policy that insure this.
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The second term is vague because there are too many ways
of taking a long-term average, particularly if

a stochastically fluctuating phenomena.

we are averaging over

We will see this more

clearly in a moment.
Dr. Crutchfield has advocated a guideline of returning to
HSY and deviating from it in a measured, justified way.

In our

terminology, Dr. Cruttjlfield recommends a prior weighting of the
goals, with MSY being given the highest weight, almost an incommen-

surably high weight.

Thus, rather than establishing guidelines for

the councils to consider in determining policy, Dr. Crutchfield has

suggested the form. the councils objective function should take.
Presumably the rationale is that MSY is in some sense equivalent to

''maintaining the stock," and it .is this underlying goal that is
:;;_·

.

,,

being given the highest weight by Dr. Crutchfield.

However, it is

not clear that MSY is equivalent in any sense to "maintaining the
stock," nor is it clear that an optimization problem which desires
to m:inimize the probability that the stock size drops below a

--~-

certain prescribed level will produce a sustained yield policy as its
..._,,,
solution (in fact, results in (&}./suggest the opposite).
"

To see this more clearly, let us examine what we mean by
MSY.

MSY is usually defined in the context of single species, pooled

age class, deterministic models.

''1

The sustained yield at any population

size is the net growth in the population.
growth possible.

The MSY is the maximum

Suppose however, growth fluctuates, so tliat it is
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possible that if we harvest the expected growth, we may in fac~

reduce the population below the initial population size.

Repeated

instances of this certainly will not maintain the stock size.
Suppose instead we assume we want to maximize the expected long run

(time)-averaged growth.

rtifollows from _[8] that a constant effort

or sustained yield policy is again not optimal, and in fact has the

same detrimental possibilities mentioned earlier.
Suppose we are trying to balance biological goals with

recreational goals.

In this instance, age-specific models are

probably the most usefuL

What does MSY mean here?

Does it require

a, constant age specific profile, a constant total number, a periodic

return to a specific profile, or what?

Consider especially the

difficulty if we asst.DD.e there is density dependent recruitment and
fluctuating rates.
There are no easy solutions to the problems that the
regional councils face.

Howeve-r, we can require that all suggestions

and policies to and from the councils meet certain guidelines.

The.

type of guidelines we suggest is that first, all terms be defin~ in
a way that makes clear how they are to be measured.

Second, when a

policy is said to be "optimal," or "good," that the sense of these
words be clearly defined, that the different objectives be clearly
stated, that the weightings to each objective that will occur
following this policy be clearly discussed, and that the reason
alternatives were rejected be mentioned.

We have presented in this

paper numerous definitions of "good" and "optimal," which can be

17
calculated from data.

These do not exhaust the possibilities, but

certainly suggest that We can c1early define and objectively
evaluate a multiobjective decision problem.
Finally, the emphasis on a single number, "optimum yield,"
should be dropped, replaced instead with reasons why a particular

allocation of catch, effort, entry, etc., was chosen, what this·
means in terms of present and potential effects, and also what it
implies for present and potential yield.
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